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BIOEQUIVALENCY OF MEDICATIONS
Making Much Ado Over What is Most Often Little Ado
A balanced and accurate understanding of bioequivalency for brand name versus generic medications is
sometimes sacrificed at the foot of those with vested interest. Recently, a case study raised this issue as
the primary learning point, illustrating the exception rather than the norm and misrepresenting
statistics.
Several publications have discussed common misunderstandings and misperceptions around
bioequivalency. The links below will be helpful for those who want to better understand this area.
A few key points:
1) There can be and are differences in the bioavailability between various products.
2) It is possible but uncommon that differences in bioavailability are clinically significant
3) There are cases where differences may be clinically significant, and it is reasonable to entertain
this possibility when assessing unexplained changes in medication effectiveness or tolerability.
4) The bioequivalence statistics, AUC and Cmax, are often misrepresented, especially as it relates to
the 90% confidence interval. Links on this page will be useful in better understanding and
correctly contextualizing this concept for day to day practice. Of note…
a. Allowed limits (i.e. 80 – 125%) translate into only ~3‐4% difference on average between
brand & generic
b. Different batches of brand name drugs are allowed the same variance
c. There is a narrower limit for “critical dose drugs” (e.g. warfarin) where the 90% CI for AUC is
90‐112%
5) Remember, even if we could take the same person and give the same drug on different occasions,
there would be some variation in the blood levels drawn due to fluctuations in physiological and
testing factors. Bioequivalence standards allow for such variation as well as consideration for the
clinical significance of any real variation.

For some good discussion on the area of bioequivalence check out the following links:
CADTH. What are Bioavailability and Bioequivalence? 2012
https://www.cadth.ca/media/pdf/Generic_prof_supplement_en.pdf
(Other CADTH links: a) www.cadth.ca/generics; b) http://hospitalnews.com/understanding‐generic‐drugs/)
Damm T. Generic vs Brand Name Drugs: What are the differences. In medSask newsletter. Dec 2013.
http://medsask.usask.ca/documents/hot‐topics/Generic_vs_brand.pdf
McCormack J, Chmelicek JT. Generic versus brand name: the other drug war. Can Fam Physician. 2014
Oct;60(10):911. http://www.cfp.ca/content/60/10/911.full
AUC= area under the curve CI= confidence interval Cmax=concentration maximum
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